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WHAT ARE BOND VIGILANTES

 A bond vigilante is a bond market investor who protests monetary 
or fiscal policies he considers inflationary by selling bonds, thus 
increasing yields

 A mythical group of heavy bond market investors (billions of $)

 If yield increases, Price decreases, big bonds sell offs 

 Makes difficult for the government to serve existing debt and issue 
new debt 

 This group acts pessimistically on inflationary speculations and vice 
versa

 They try fighting the fed for taking austere steps



SOME FIGURES

 6 billion USD pulled out of Indian Bond Market

 SBI alone faced $1.4 billion marked-to-market loss in Bond Portfolio 

Value

 Total stressed assets of Indian Banks touching up to $210 billion 



RISING YIELD IN INDIA… WHY?

 183 basis point rise in 5-year bond yield in India, sharpest in Asia-

Pacific

 Inflation expectations on the rise, bond’s worst enemy

 Falling Indian Rupee : (1$=68.93INR) lowest in 3 years

 Rising Crude and Brent oil prices : Costly imports

 Inflation on the rise : 4.55% for FY 2018 (highest since 2016)

 Rising Interest Rate : Repo Rate increased by 25 basis points by RBI

 Upcoming elections



WHY BANKS ARE FACING MAJOR 

LOSS DUE TO RISING YIELDS

• Rising number of NPAs and bad loans made banks in India more 

dependent on treasury income

• Share of treasury income increased to 37.5 % in banking sector in 
2017 from 30 % in 2012

• The rising yields and falling prices of bonds will result in large mark-

to-market loss which will lead to considerable fall in the banking 

industry’s treasury income

• In the absence of credit growth, banks seem to have invested 

more in government securities. Those banks holding excess SLR (min 

19.5%) will see heightened erosion in their investment books



 Quantitative easing is not the solution at this juncture to increase liquidity in banks

 Will further hit already the most beaten down currency in Asia this year against a 

resurgent dollar

 Due to increased inflation, people would want more money and due to the loss 

incurred by banks due to the rising yields, there is an increased possibility of 

Credit Risk- Inability of banks to meet its obligations

 If the RBI can convincingly choke off rising inflation, bond yields have a chance 

of settling below 8 percent. But further increasing interest rate would mean 
sacrificing a good chunk of growth



MEASURES

 The central bank will pump in more liquidity or buy bonds to 
increase demand of fixed income papers, thereby bringing down 
yields. 

 One effective way of curbing yields is by introducing more floating 
rate bonds

 The central bank can openly buy from the secondary market 
through its open market operations programme. By doing so, the 
central bank pumps in liquidity and pushes up demand for bonds 
at the same time

 There’s a limit to how far it can go



WHY FIIs PULLING OUT OF BONDS 

MARKET?

 Sudden hardening of the US bond yields (20 basis points recently)

 Global selloff in bond markets

 Currencies underperforming globally

 Recent increase in the commodity prices, particularly oil, and its 

negative impact on economic growth and inflation

 Negative sentiments of investors


